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I. THE _____________ OF SIN

     - Romans 1:18-3:20 proves we are all under ______________ because 
       we all have sinned.

     There is no salvation apart from _________ over your own sin.

Sin shows our need for a Savior.
MAIN 
POINT

The Message of Romans: The gospel of Jesus Christ humbles God’s 
people by ____________ God’s judging and saving righteousness.

“
II. THE _____________ OF SIN

     - If you aren’t growing in your understanding of _____, you will find it 

       hard to grow in your _________ of sin.

   - Sin brings eventual __________ death and __________ spiritual  
        death. (Rom. 6:23)

 We must see the helplessness and ________________ of sin.

Understanding the nature of sin brings . . . 

 1) ___________ to disciple-making.

 2) ___________ in disciple-making. 

 3) ___________ for disciple-making. 
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1) Throughout the message Jordan spoke of the importance of not just 
knowing about sin, but studying it. Have you ever studied sin? What resources 
have you found to help in understanding our great enemy within? (Books, 
articles, podcasts, sermons, etc.)

2) How can we determine from the scriptures that sin is such serious matter? 
What about our sin, is it as serious as sin appears to be in scripture? (Romans 
1:18-32, 3:9-18)

3) One strategy to growing in hatred of sin is growing in our understanding 
of God. What resources have you found to be helpful in studying God and 
how specifically did they help? 

4) Many great saints of the past have sought to live this life in view of the end. 
What help does thinking about the end of your life provide as you seek to 
fight sin and put it to death? 

5) Jordan exhorted us to grow in earnestness, seriousness and happiness in 
disciple-making. How do we do this while still being sinners ourselves? How 
does our sin affect our ability to tell the truth to those we are discipling? How 
do we move forward?


